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DAYS, TIMES, & COST

Co-ed, Mixed-up Doubles Format
No partner needed! We will set it up for you!
Win a set, move up a court, lose a set, move down
Rotate courts after first court to finish yells "SET!"

Sunday Mornings 12pm-2pm

$12 per person

Sign up early to guarantee your
spot! Call or in person.

      (Runs all year long)

EVERY SUNDAY
 

MEET NEW PEOPLE AND ENJOY OUR MIXED-UP DOUBLES FORMAT

Rotate and play multiple sets
with multiple partners! Come
alone or with friends. Fun,
competition, and socializing
are the order of the day.

We encourage players of all levels (3.0-4.5+) to 
participate. Find great competition that fits you.

Social Mixers are highly popular and are a great
opportunity to meet new people and make friends!

Confirmation of registration upon payment. Sign up 24-hours in
advance to secure a spot.
Must be 40 degrees and dry to run. Mixers canceled due to weather
will be refunded with account credit
Mixers missed on your own account will not be made up.
Court positioning is determined by skill level and confirmed at the time
of each player's physical check in. Higher skill players may be subject to
a lower starting position depending on physical check-in time.
Sorry, no refunds for the Mixer 3 days prior to scheduled date

*10am start time in warmer months.

Join our "Fill-In" court for an ultra cheap rate! This court serves 2
purposes: 1.) act as backup Mixer players if we need a last-minute extra
2.) play tennis cheap if Mixer is full! Even numbers on this court are not
guaranteed. Brace yourself for a potentially "odd" number of players,
but also expect a great court rate each time! Only $3 per visit!

4 Weekly 
"Fill-In"
Spots ($3)


